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THE GS
The Lexus GS is a unique proposition among
prestige saloons, giving you the choice of two
distinctly different full hybrid engine options.
But whether it is the performance edge of the
GS 450h or the impressive efficiency of the
GS 300h that you favour, you can be sure of
a supremely smooth, quiet and refined drive.
The GS lets you travel in relaxing, lasting
comfort, secure in the knowledge that
advanced Lexus technologies are constantly
working to keep you safe. Add to this
distinctive contemporary styling,
craftsmanship quality throughout and
touch-of-a-dial access to sharper driving
dynamics when you want them, and you have
a Lexus that excels in every dimension.
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The Lexus GS range of full hybrid premium sports saloons gives you choice, superior quality and enhanced performance.
The GS 300h displays the latest expression of Lexus L-finesse styling, witnessed in a powerful frontal design with an emphatic spindle
grille treatment and slim LED headlamp units.

RANGE

Its Lexus Hybrid Drive system is smooth and responsive, delivering exceptionally low emissions and fuel consumption. The GS 450h
introduces higher performance, thanks to a 3.5-litre V6 hybrid petrol engine that enables sub-six-second acceleration to 62mph.
The F SPORT model adds another dimension of driving rewards to the GS experience, with the stronger visual impact matched by a finely
tuned chassis for precise, scintillating handling.
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GS 300h
No compromises are called for in the GS
300h, a spacious saloon showcasing Lexus
craftsmanship and luxury, combined with the
supreme smoothness, efficiency and reliability
of Lexus Hybrid Drive. Drive Mode Select
lets you tailor engine performance to suit
your mood or the driving conditions at the
turn of a dial, while Lexus full hybrid
technology means you can even cut
emissions and fuel consumption to zero by
running on the GS 300h’s electric power
alone in slow-moving traffic. A wealth of
premium features is standard across the
range, together with Lexus Safety System+,
a breakthrough in active safety and driver
assistance technologies.
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GS 450h
The GS 450h demonstrates how Lexus full
hybrid technology can deliver scintillating
performance as well as outstanding efficiency.
Its potent 3.5-litre V6 petrol engine and a
high-output electric motor work in perfect
synchronicity to enable rapid and powerful
acceleration to 62mph from standstill in less
than six seconds. The beautifully balanced
chassis ensures poise, comfort and stability,
whatever the driving conditions. Your choice
includes the ultra-luxurious GS 450h Premier,
or the performance-focused GS 450h
F SPORT, with Lexus Dynamic Handling,
Variable Gear Ratio Steering and Dynamic
Rear Steering.
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HYBRID
Lexus was the first to introduce hybrid power
to the premium car market and with more
than a decade’s experience we continue
to extend our technology leadership to
deliver an unprecedented combination of
strong performance, fuel efficiency and low
emissions. Lexus Hybrid Drive also provides
an exceptionally smooth, quiet and refined
drive that is a hallmark of all Lexus hybrids.
The advanced quality of the technology
lets you adapt the system to focus on
performance or efficiency at the turn of the
Drive Mode Select control. And, unique to
the full hybrid system, you can even switch
to all-electric EV driving in slow-moving
traffic to run with zero emissions and fuel
consumption. Running costs are kept low
with lower road and company car tax rates
and the technology has a proven track record
for long-lasting reliability.
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GS EXECUTIVE
EDITION
The GS 300h Executive Edition is a car that
offers sophisticated full hybrid performance
and impressively high equipment specification,
together with exceptionally low emissions and
fuel consumption. Its 104g/km* CO2 figure
attracts a low tax rating for business users,
with 64.2mpg* fuel economy reinforcing the
value of Lexus efficient hybrid technology.
Leather upholstery, Lexus Premium
Navigation, a 12.3” multimedia display, Drive
Mode Select, dual-zone climate control and
a 12-speaker audio system with Bluetooth,
DAB and DVD player are among the luxury
features, all provided as standard.

* Executive Edition.
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F SPORT
The GS F SPORT models make an immediate
visual impact with their stronger rendering of
the signature Lexus spindle grille, 19” 10-spoke
alloy wheels and triple LED headlights. In the
cabin the performance edge is reflected in
redesigned driver’s instrumentation that takes
its cue from the LFA supercar, including an
enlarged, 8” multi-information display with
superb functionality. A Dark Rose interior
upholstery option and F SPORT White
and Azure Blue exterior paint choices add
another layer of exclusivity.
Under the skin, Adaptive Variable Suspension
lets you adjust damper performance to suit the
drive and adds an extra Sport S+ setting to the
Drive Mode Select for an even more focused
and rewarding ride. The GS 450h F SPORT
further benefits from Lexus Dynamic Handling,
adding Variable Gear Ratio Steering and
Dynamic Rear Steering.
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Advanced Hybrid Battery Sophisticated software ensures power levels are maintained in the hybrid battery, so there is never any need for
charging. The unit is compact, energy-dense and designed to last the lifetime of the vehicle.
Regenerative braking The regenerative braking system captures kinetic energy that would otherwise be lost as heat when you use the
brakes or the vehicle slows down, storing it as electricity in the hybrid battery.
Electric Vehicle (EV) mode Lexus full hybrid technology gives the GS an EV mode for driving short distances on electric power alone,
with zero fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions.

The GS benefits from the leadership of Lexus in full hybrid technology. This generation of Lexus Hybrid Drive system featured in the GS 300h
and GS 450h delivers a compelling combination of refined power and outstanding fuel and emissions efficiency.
'Atkinson Cycle' Petrol Engine The GS 300h’s 2.5-litre, four cylinder engine and the 3.5-litre V6 in the GS 450h benefit from advanced
technologies to maximise efficiency and hone performance. Both run on the Atkinson cycle and feature precise D-4S direct fuel injection, Dual
VVT-i intelligent valve timing and automatic stop/start operation.

BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING

BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING
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In a world of computerised design and
robotised manufacturing, there is still nothing
to rival the human hand and eye when
it comes to delivering the finest quality.
That’s why the Lexus Takumi craftspeople
play such an important part in overseeing
the production of every car, using their
unmatched skills to ensure perfection.
Their meticulous work takes the benchmark
for luxury to a higher level in the Lexus GS.
You can witness their skills in fine detailing
throughout, from precision stitching of the
leather upholstery, to the high tactile quality of
the Drive Mode Select control and the visual
appeal of the GPS-controlled analogue
clock.

TAKUMI CRAFTSMANSHIP

Blind Spot Monitor A rear-mounted radar detects vehicles in adjacent lanes travelling in the driver’s blind spot and warns of their
presence with a warning light in the door mirror on the appropriate side of the car. Should you indicate to change lane, the light will flash to
emphasise the warning. Standard on F SPORT and Premier grades.
Rear Cross Traffic Alert The same radar used for the Blind Spot Monitor also provides a Rear Cross Traffic Alert, warning you of vehicles
approaching from either side when reversing out of a parking space by sounding a buzzer and activating the lights in the door mirrors.
Standard on F SPORT and Premier grades.
Head-Up Display The Head-Up Display projects important vehicle data and information onto the base of the windscreen, using coloured
graphics. It is designed for clear and instant communication of information, including Lexus Safety System+ alerts. Standard on Premier grade.
Every GS is equipped with Lexus Safety System+, a suite of active safety and
driver assistance features that work together to deliver exceptional help to prevent
accidents from happening.
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Adaptive Cruise Control Controlled by a radar system mounted on the front of
the car, Adaptive Cruise Control will keep you a safe distance from the vehicle ahead,
smoothly returning the GS to your selected cruising speed once the road is clear.
Lane Departure Alert/Lane Keep Assist A camera at the front of the GS monitors
lane markings on the road surface. If you begin to drift out of lane, the system will sound a
warning and briefly weight the steering to help you return the car to its correct path.
Automatic High Beam Using the same camera as Lane Keep Assist, Automatic High Beam
detects oncoming vehicles and traffic ahead, automatically switching the headlights between high
and low beam, avoiding the risk of dazzle and maximising illumination when you need it.
Pre-Crash Safety The system constantly monitors the road ahead and calculates the risk of a collision.
If it determines an impact is likely, it triggers audible and visual warnings and prepares the brakes to deliver
emergency stopping power. If the driver takes no action and an impact is unavoidable, it will automatically
apply appropriate braking and tighten the front seatbelts. The Pre-Crash Safety system is also able to pinpoint
pedestrians and other hazards in the car’s path and will activate automatic braking to prevent a collision,
operating across a wide range of vehicle speeds.
Traffic Sign Recognition This system uses the front camera to recognise important command and restriction
signs on motorways and major roads. It replicates the information on the multi-information display, reducing the risk
of the driver failing to notice them

LEXUS SAFETY SYSTEM +

ADVANCED SAFETY

GS / ADVANCED SAFETY / 22
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Adaptive High-Beam System On Premier grade models, the Lexus Safety System+ includes an Adaptive High-beam System which
automatically adjusts the light distribution of the LED headlights to avoid dazzling other road users, instead of switching to low beam, thus
maintaining maximum illumination.
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Ten airbags All GS models are fitted with 10 airbags. These include dual-stage front airbags that deploy according to the level of impact,
driver and front passenger knee airbags, front and outer rear seat side airbags and full-length curtain airbags.

2
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1/ 17" Alloy Wheels Nine-spoke 17” alloy wheels with
a silver finish are featured on the GS Executive Edition.
Their dimensions contribute to the car’s excellent fuel
and emissions efficiency.
2/ 18" Alloy Wheels Luxury and Premier models
are fitted with deeply sculpted five-spoke alloy
wheels with contrasting silver and grey finishing.
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3/ 19" Alloy Wheels Dramatic multi-spoke
19” alloy wheels are available as an option for the
GS Premier models.

EXTERIOR FEATURES

EXTERIOR FEATURES
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LED headlights The slim and elegant headlamp units incorporate LED low- and high-beam headlights that provide excellent illumination
with an Automatic High Beam function. Standard on Executive Edition and Luxury grades.
Triple LED headlights The headlight design for F SPORT and Premier models features a distinctive triple ‘L’ LED arrangement. These
incorporate an advanced Adaptive High-beam System that maximises the light field.
LED rear lights The rear light clusters use highly efficient LED technology to provide crystal-bright illumination. Standard on all models.
Active brake lights Following traffic is given clear and instant warning of emergency braking by the rapid flashing of the active brake lights.
Standard on all models.
Sunroof An electric tilt-and-slide glass sunroof can be specified for the GS, introducing more natural light and fresh air into the cabin. Option
for Luxury, F SPORT and Premier grades.

GS / INTERIOR FEATURES / 26
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Triple-zone climate control Intelligent, triple-zone climate control allows individual temperatures to be set for the driver, front passenger
and rear-seat occupants, with sophisticated nanoe technology helping maintain excellent cabin air quality. Separate controls are provided for
rear passengers, integrated into the centre armrest. Standard on Premier grade.
Capacious luggage space The boot provides generous, usable storage space with room enough for three sets of golf clubs. A power
opening/closing bootlid is standard on Premier models.
Passenger seat calf support Front seat occupants enjoy the added comfort of an electrically extending cushion and calf support, ideal for
longer journeys. Standard on Premier grade.
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Front seats Comfort and support are assured with highly supportive, power-adjustable front seats, upholstered in leather and equipped with
heating and ventilation functions. Standard on Luxury, F Sport and Premier grades, seats with heating function only on the Executive Edition model.
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Ambient illumination Soft white LED interior illumination helps create a sophisticated and relaxing ambience. Detailed touches include night-time
illumination of the door panels, individual reading lights and a separate roof light for the rear of the cabin.
Power steering column adjustment Power adjustment of the steering column for reach and rake helps you find an ideal, comfortable driving
position. When you switch off the engine, it also automatically moves the steering wheel away for easy exit. Standard on all grades.
Rear sunshades At the touch of a button, a rear sun shade can be raised to reduce glare and help keep the cabin cool. Standard on F SPORT and
on Premier grade models, which also provide manual rear side window shades.

INTERIOR FEATURES

INTERIOR FEATURES
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Mark Levinson® Premium Surround
System Audiophiles will appreciate the
17-speaker Mark Levinson Premium Surround
System with its technically advanced Clari-Fi
technology for improving the reproduction quality from
compressed digital music files. Standard on Premier
grade, an option for Luxury and F SPORT grades.
Digital Entertainment Watch DVDs when the vehicle
is stationary on the central display screen on all GS models.
Or connect an iPhone® to play audio while viewing music
information on the display.
Parking Assist Monitor Engage reverse and view behind the car
is relayed to the 12.3" display screen to aid parking and visibility.

12.3” display screen A large, 12.3” display screen provides impressive presentation
of multiple data and control functions, with clear, bright graphics. You can use voice
commands or the Remote Touch control for quick and easy operation. The display
also provides a split-screen function that lets you access both navigation and other
vehicle systems simultaneously. Standard on all grades.
Remote Touch Interface Many different functions, including navigation
and audio, can be accessed and adjusted using the Remote Touch Interface
on the centre console, designed to be as easy and intuitive to use as a
computer mouse. Standard on all grades.
Lexus Premium Navigation The superb quality of Lexus Premium
Navigation system includes multiple mapping and route planning
options, with voice command or Remote Touch operation. You can
even transfer route data to your smartphone to complete the last
steps of your journey on foot. Standard on all grades.

MULTI-MEDIA

MULTI-MEDIA
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Aluminium F SPORT pedals and scuff
plates The motorsport-style pedals and footrest
have high-grip machined aluminium surfaces. The
brushed aluminium-effect scuff plates are inscribed
with the Lexus logo.
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F SPORT instrumentation
The central meter design is inspired
by the LFA supercar. The tachometer
and digital speedometer give excellent
clarity in all light levels. A larger, 8” colour
multi-information display is provided with
additional multimedia functions.

F SPORT interior A Dark Rose leather upholstery is
available exclusively for F SPORT models. The cabin trim
is highlighted with aluminium inlays with a Japanese Naguriinspired pattern. The three-spoke steering wheel and shift
lever are wrapped in highly tactile perforated leather.

The team that developed the Lexus
LFA supercar helped inspire the special
qualities of the GS F SPORT models,
which benefit from exclusive design features,
sports-tuned Adaptive Variable Suspension,
highly responsive Electric Power Steering and
an additional Sport S+ drive mode. The GS
450h F SPORT uniquely offers even more potent
performance with Variable Gear Ratio Steering
and Dynamic Rear Steering incorporated in a Lexus
Dynamic Handling package.
F SPORT design The powerful F SPORT styling
features include a strong interpretation of Lexus signature
spindle grille with an F-pattern mesh, a deeper front bumper
and a rear spoiler. F SPORT White and Azure Blue paint finishes
are exclusive to the F SPORT grade.

F SPORT

F SPORT

GS 450h

223 / 164

345 / 254

Capacity (cm3) / Cylinders / Valves

2494 / 4 / 16

3456 / V6 / 24

Max. power (DIN hp / kW @ rpm)

181 / 133 @ 6000

292 / 215 @ 6000

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm)

221 @ 4200 - 5400

352 @ 4500

A/C permanent magnet synchronous motor

A/C permanent magnet synchronous motor
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MAXIMUM OUTPUT
DIN hp / kW
ENGINE

GS
1455
GS

ELECTRIC MOTOR(S)
Max. output (DIN hp / kW)

143 / 105

200 / 147

Max. torque (Nm @ rpm)

300

275

Type

Nickel-Metal Hydride

Nickel-Metal Hydride

System voltage (V)

650

650

Driven wheels

Rear Wheel Drive

Rear Wheel Drive

Transmission

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)

Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)

Max speed (mph)

118

156

0-62 mph (s)

9.2

5.9

4880 / 1840 / 1455

4880 / 1840 / 1455

CO2 EMISSIONS* (g/km) combined

FUEL CONSUMPTION*(mpg) combined

1590/1560*
2085

1575
1840

HYBRID BATTERY

960
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985
**
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GS 300h

TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE

900

2850
4880

1130
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64.2
57.6

GS 300h F SPORT

115

56.5

GS 300h Premier

113 / 115*

57.6 / 56.5*

GS 450h F SPORT

145

45.6

GS 450h Premier

141 / 145*

46.3 / 45.6*

1415

104
113

1375

GS 300h Executive Edition
GS 300h Luxury

1455

Length / Width / Height

1385
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DIMENSIONS (mm)

Please note: the dimensions illustrated/noted are measured in millimetres. Further Technical Data, including any updates, can be found at www.lexus.eu

19" Wheel option

*

TECHNICAL DATA

*19" Wheel option
** Figure quoted is for the GS models specified with the standard roof. Equivalent figure with the optional glass sunroof specified is 965.

PASSIVE SAFETY

• Anti-theft system
- Immobiliser
- Intrusion sensor
- Siren
• Auto door locking
• Double door lock
INTERIOR COMFORT
& CONVENIENCE

• Easy exit and entry facility
- Driver’s seat and steering wheel with retract
and return function
• LED ambient interior lighting
• Rain-sensing windscreen wipers
• Rear seats, fixed
• Inside rear-view mirror, auto-dimming
• Smart entry and start system
• Steering wheel
- Electrically multi-adjustable
- Paddle shift controls
• Temporary spare wheel
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• 10 airbags in total
- Driver and front passenger; head; side
and knee
- Outer rear seats; side
- Cabin sides; full-length curtain shield
• Airbag cut-off switch, front passenger
• ISOFIX attachment, outer rear seats
• Seatbelt pre-tensioners, front and rear
outer seats

SECURITY

ABS = Anti-lock Braking System / BAS = Brake Assist System / EBD = Electronic Brake-force Distribution / EPB = Electric Parking Brake / EPS = Electric Power Steering / TRC = Traction Control /
VSC = Vehicle Stability Control

1

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

					
		
		
		
		
			
		

				
		
		
				
				
		
		

INTERIOR COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

Inside rear view mirror with electro chromatic function (auto dimming) 		
Leather seats with heater		
					
Leather seats heated and ventilated front seats		
				
F SPORT leather seats heated and ventilated front seats 		
		
		
Semi aniline leather seats heated and ventilated front seats		
			
		
Rear seat heater		
			
		
Electric front seat adjuster
(Driver: 10-way with memory, Passenger: 10-way including lumbar support)		
				
Electric front seat adjuster
(Driver: 16-way with memory, Passenger: 10-way including lumbar support)		
		
		
Electric front seat adjuster
(Driver: 18-way with memory, Passenger: 18-way with memory including lumbar support)		
			
		
Passenger seat with variable cushion length and calf support		
			
		
Butterfly front headrests		
			
		
Rear seat fixed		
Heated wood leather steering					
		
4.2" colour multi information display in combination meter		
		
		
8” colour multi information display in combination meter				
		
2-zone (driver and passenger) auto A/C and clean air filter		
		
3-zone automatic A/C (driver, passenger and rear) with Nanoe ion generator, rear heater
illuminated control panel in rear armrest with A/C switches					
		
Electric sun shade on back window						
Electric sun shade on back window + manual on rear side windows					
		

Standard

Optional

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

GS / ADDITIONAL / 34

17" alloy wheels (225/50R17) 		
18" alloy wheels 10-spoke (235/45R18)		
19" alloy wheels with F SPORT design (235/40R19 + 265/35R19)		
19" alloy wheels (235/40R19) 		
Temporary spare wheel		
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (Auto Locate, shows tyre pressure)		
4 driving modes: EV, Normal, Eco, Sport		
5 driving modes: EV, Normal, Eco, Sport, Sport S+		
AVS (Adaptive Variable Suspension)		
4 Wheel Steering System		
Lexus Safety System + with ACC/PCS, LKA, TSR & AHB		
Lexus Safety System + with ACC/PCS, LKA, TSR & AHS 		
Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) and Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) 		
Smart Keyless Entry & Start 		

GS 450h PREMIER

ACTIVE SAFETY & DRIVING DYNAMICS

GS 450h F SPORT

• 12-speaker, DAB audio system
- In-dash, single-slot DVD player
• 12 V socket, front and rear
• Analogue clock with GPS function and LED
illumination
• Bluetooth® mobile phone and audio connectivity
• Lexus Media Display
- 12.3" multimedia screen operated by remote
touch interface
- Parking assist monitor with on-screen guides
• Steering wheel mounted controls
- Audio
- Display
- Voice
- Phone
- Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
- Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
• Two USB ports and AUX socket

GS 300h PREMIER

• Door mirrors
- Electrically adjustable, auto-folding
- Auto dimming
• Light Emitting Diode (LED)
- Headlamps with follow-me-home function
- Daytime running lights
- Front fog lights
- Rear combination lights
• Ultra Violet (UV) and heat insulating tinted glass

GS 300h F SPORT

• Lexus Safety System +
- Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
- Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS)
- Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
- Sway Warning
- Traffic Signal Recognition (TSR)
- Automatic High Beam system
• Active brake lights
• Braking, stability, steering and traction systems1
- ABS / BAS / EBD / EPB / EPS / TRC / VSC
• EV (Electric Vehicle) mode
• Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
• Vehicle Dynamic Integrated Management (VDIM)
• Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

AUDIO, COMMUNICATION
AND INFORMATION

GS 300h LUXURY

EXTERIOR

GS 300h
EXECUTIVE EDITION

GS / STANDARD / 33
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ACTIVE SAFETY & DRIVING DYNAMICS

		

12-speaker audio system with DVD player, RDS and DAB 		
17-speaker Mark Levinson premium sound system		
Lexus Premium Navigation with a 12.3" multimedia screen with remote touch interface		
Rear view camera with guide monitor 		
Colour Head-Up Display (HUD)		

GS 450h PREMIER

GS 450h F SPORT

GS 300h PREMIER

GS 300h F SPORT

GS 300h LUXURY

GS 300h
EXECUTIVE EDITION

GS 450h PREMIER

GS 450h F SPORT

GS 300h PREMIER

GS 300h F SPORT

GS 300h LUXURY

				

AUDIO, COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION

		

			

		

SECURITY

		
		
		
		
			
		

Alarm/Anti-theft (with siren and 2 sensors) 		
Engine immobiliser		
Two motion door lock: double lock		
Speed sensitive auto door lock 		

Driver and front passenger 2-stage airbags 		
Driver and front passenger knee airbags		
Driver, front and rear passenger side airbags		
Curtain shield airbags 		
ISOFIX attachment (rear outer seats)		
Seatbelt pre-tensioners (front and rear)		
Butterfly front headrests				
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PASSIVE SAFETY

FEATURES AND OPTIONS

Standard

Optional

FEATURES AND OPTIONS

GS / FEATURES AND OPTIONS / 36

LED daytime running lights 		
Bi-LED headlamps with AHB (Automatic High Beam)		
3 Eye LED headlamps with AHS (Adaptive High-beam System)		
Headlight cleaners		
LED Front fog lamps 		
Dusk sensor with follow-me-home function		
Bezel-less Parking sensors (8:FR 4 + RR 4)		
Folding and heated auto dimming door mirrors		
F SPORT front bumper		
Rear spoiler		
Automatic and easy trunk closer (Powered boot operation)		

GS 300h
EXECUTIVE EDITION
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Wind Deflectors Aerodynamically shaped to complement the
vehicle’s streamlining. When travelling with open windows, Lexus
wind deflectors help maintain cabin comfort by reducing wind noise
and turbulence.
Illuminated Scuff Plates Lexus scuff plates add a stylish design feature
while also protecting the door sill paintwork. Their brushed aluminium finish
is highlighted by subtle logo illumination.
Rear Bumper Protection Plate Style and practicality combine.
The stainless steel plate guards bumper paintwork against scratching when
loading or unloading the luggage space.

ACCESSORIES

EXECUTIVE EDITION:
Leather 1 / Sandstone 2 / Black
Inlays A / Black Gloss
LUXURY:
Leather 3 / Rich Cream 4 / Black
5 / Noble Brown
Inlay A / Black Gloss
F SPORT:
Leather 4 / Black 6 / Dark Rose
7 / Topaz Brown
Inlays C / Naguri Aluminium
PREMIER:
Semi-Aniline Leather 8 / Rich Cream
9 / Sandstone 10 / Black 11 / Topaz Brown
12 / Noble Brown
Inlays B / Black & Grey Shimamoku

A

B

C

INTERIOR COLOURS
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Noble Brown smooth leather with Black gloss finish inlays (Luxury)

Black leather with Black gloss finish inlays (Executive Edition & Luxury)

Dark Rose F SPORT leather with Naguri Aluminium inlays (F SPORT)
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Sandstone leather with Black gloss finish inlays (Executive Edition)

INTERIOR COMBINATIONS
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Sandstone semi-aniline leather with Black & Grey Shimamoku finish inlay (Premier)

Topaz Brown semi-aniline leather with Black & Grey Shimamoku finish inlay (Premier)

Black semi-aniline leather with Black & Grey Shimamoku finish inlay (Premier)
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Rich Cream semi-aniline leather with Black & Grey Shimamoku finish inlay (Premier)

INTERIOR COMBINATIONS
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GS /

SONIC WHITE (085)**

MESA RED (3R1)

GRAPHITE BLACK (223)
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F SPORT WHITE (083)*

CADOXTON SLATE (1GO)

SONIC SILVER (1J2)

SONIC TITANIUM (1J7)

VELVET BLACK (212)***

EXTERIOR COLOURS

COPPER BROWN (4X2)**

AZURE BLUE (8X1)*

* Only available on F SPORT
** Not available on F SPORT
*** Solid colour
Please note F SPORT is not available in Sonic White, Copper Brown or Deep Blue

DEEP BLUE (8X5)**

EXPERIENCE THE GS
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS BROCHURE

We hope to have illustrated in these pages that Lexus creates vehicles of refinement,
innovation and style. But only behind the wheel of one of our models can you truly
experience the pleasure, performance and seamless anticipation of your needs as a
driver at first hand. Simply consult your local Lexus Centre to arrange a test drive.
To find out more about Lexus vehicles or to simply locate your local Lexus Centre,
please visit our website www.lexus.co.uk or call 0845 278 8888 (calls cost 2p
per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.)
Accuracy and Specification
All information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of going to print.
Please note that while every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we
reserve the right to change specification, equipment and availability without prior
notice. Images shown in this brochure may not be of UK models (for example, they
may show left-hand drive vehicles) and may illustrate equipment that is only available
on selected grades. Therefore, this brochure cannot be regarded as infallible and, as
such, does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle shown.
Fuel consumption and emissions data
All miles per gallon (MPG), miles per hour (MPH) and CO2 figures quoted in this
brochure are sourced from official EU-regulated test results. These are provided for
comparability purposes only and may not reflect your actual driving experience. Fuel
consumption and emissions vary considerably depending upon driving style,
conditions, vehicle load and speed.
In order to allow consumers to compare and make an informed choice between one
vehicle and another, there is a European Commission standard (93/116/EC and
692/2008) to measure fuel consumption. This common standard must be adhered
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to by all manufacturers selling motor vehicles in the EU and is the basis for all published
fuel consumption figures. For information on how fuel consumption tests are
performed, please visit: www.dft.gov.uk/vca/fcb/faqs-fuel-consumptio.asp
Please note that any references to “zero emissions” contained in this brochure refer
to the vehicle running in Electric Mode only. This is measurable at the point of
driving only and reliant upon speed, distance covered and driving conditions.
Safe driving
Lexus is committed to promoting safe and responsible driving at all times. None of the
images contained in this brochure should be taken to promote any unsafe driving
practice. All sound, entertainment and navigation accessories that may be included in
our vehicles should always be used alongside legal and attentive driving. Additionally,
any driver assistance and other safety features included in our vehicles are not
designed to substitute safe and careful driving.
End-of-life vehicles
Taking care of the environment is a priority for Lexus. We strive to minimise the
environmental impact of our vehicles throughout their life cycle – from design,
production, distribution, sales and service to end-of-life. For more detailed information
on environmental performance please visit www.lexus.co.uk/environment
About Lexus
Lexus is a division of Toyota (GB) PLC registered in England and Wales with
company number 0916634 with its registered office at Great Burgh, Burgh Heath,
Epsom, Surrey KT18 5UX. Toyota (GB) PLC is an appointed representative of
Toyota Insurance Management Limited and Toyota Financial Services (UK) PLC,
both of which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Toyota (GB) PLC is a member of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.

